
Responsive, intelligent, comfortable and powerful. The 

updated Snapper® RXT300 really is a cut above the rest. This 

mower has a multitude of innovative extras to ensure the best 

possible mowing experience. 

The responsive dashboard will tell you when fuel is low and 

when the mower is ready for servicing. The mower has LED 

headlights fitted as standard, which last up to 100,000 

hours, so there is no need to worry about changing them 

for a while. Height of cut adjustment has been made almost 

effortless and can be controlled by an easy to access lever 

and the large 350 litre rear grass collector, gives you more 

time to mow and can be emptied by pulling a lever on the 

right hand side of the seat. 

The 42” / 107 cm deck  will cover ground quickly and two 

blades work hard underneath the machine to give a sharp 

cut and brilliant finish.

R X T  R E A R  D I S C H A R G E  T R A C T O R S
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RXT300 

Briggs & Stratton Professional Series™ 8270 V-Twin
Mowing deck: 42” / 107 cm
Fuel capacity: 11 litres
Forward speed: 0 - 9,0 km/h
Reverse speed: 0 - 4,5 km/h
Tyres front/rear: 15” x 6” / 22” x 9,5”

Large, comfortable seat with armrests 
The seat is adjustable in 9 positions.  

Soft grip steering wheel 
 

Large 350 litre collector capacity 
The 350 litre bag features an ergonomic 
lever to empty the bag without leaving 

your seat.  
Large tyres 

The large 22” tyres provide superior 
traction  in order to protect your turf.

Large 11 litre fuel tank 
The repositioned fuel tank is larger and 
easier to refuel.  

107 cm asymmetrical deck with 
redesigned blades

4,5 - 8,9 cm height-of-cut  
adjustable in 7 positions

Mini Dash with hour meter, battery 
voltage and maintenance reminder

The Professional Series™ 8270 
V-Twin engine features full pressure 
lubrication, cartridge style air 
cleaner and a spin-on oil filter.

LED headlights 
 The RXT300 features a set of premium 

class LED headlights.

Large integrated front bumper 
Protects the tractor against the 
occasional small bump.

Cruise control 
 

For accessories see page 30.

Mulch Plug included 
Convert the RXT 300 tractor  
to a mulching mower. 
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